**KING KIKAPU**

Our 4 bar rear suspension design has evolved into a perfect tune of lightweight, durability, and logic. Designing a rear wheel suspension isn’t rocket science in need of lengthy algebraic theorems. The problem is better solved through many years of world class input from the people that race bikes at the highest levels of competition.

**Easton Ultralite Race Frame**
- 3.5" Travel
- Fox Float RL Shock w/Propedal
- Fox Float RL Fork
- 100mm Travel
- Race Face Evolve Xc Crank w/SRX BB
- Hayes Hydraulic HFX-9
- Carbon Disc Brakes

---

**KIKAPU DELUXE**

You know, more bad ass than the Kikapu.

- Fox Float R Shock w/ProPedal & Marzocchi MX Comp Air Fork w/ETA
- 100mm Travel
- Shimano FC-M445 Hollowtech
- Octalink Crank
- Hayes Hydraulic HFX-9 XC Disc
- Brakes
- Tioga Red Phoenix 26 x 2.0 Tires

**KIKAPU**

Kikapu has the same proven 4 bar rear suspension frame design as our King Kikapu, the full suspension bike ridden by our World Cup and NORBA Kona-Clark’s factory team.

**Kona 7005 Butted Aluminum Frame - 3.5" Travel**
- Fox Vanilla Shock
- Marzocchi NZ Comp Fork 100mm Travel
- Shimano Mechanical Disc Brakes & Hubs
- Seven Sizes from 14" - 23"